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WHAT IS AN ADVANCE DIRECTIVE?
A legal document

Advance
Directive

to direct future health care
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if a person becomes incapable of making
an informed decision about health care.

ADVANCE CARE PLANNING: AN
ASSORTMENT OF TOOLS
Health
Care
Power of
Attorney
Do Not
Resuscitate

Physician
Order for
Scope of
Treatment

Crisis
Plan
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Living
Will
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ADVANCE DIRECTIVES IN VIRGINIA
End‐of‐
Life Care
Living
Will

Mental
Health
Care

Advance
Directive

General
Health
Care
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Health
Care
Power of
Attorney

ADVANCE CARE PLANNING &
RECOVERY
• Person‐centered because person‐drafted
• Empowering
• Self‐Determination
• Exert more control over health care during crisis
• Identify less restrictive alternatives to involuntary
treatment
• Encourages conversations and shared decision making
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with loved ones
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MENTAL HEALTH ADVANCE
DIRECTIVES COME TO VIRGINIA

LEGAL AND POLICY HISTORY IN
VIRGINIA

2005

2006

Stakeholder
conference re
need for reform

Commission
final report
2007

2008

Task Force on
Empowerment
and SelfDetermination
report

2009

2010

VA Health Care
Decisions Act
revised

2011

Implementation
piloted in five
sites
2012

2013

DBHDS
Commissioner
memorandum
to all public
outpatient
providers re
ADs

2014

2015

Facilitator
training
developed and
provided with
backing of
DBHDS
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Commission on
Mental Health
Law Reform
established

Commission
creates
collaborative
AD oversight
body;
Commission
dissolves
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STANDARDS SUPPORTING
USE OF ADS
The Joint Commission
• Requires that organizations have an AD protocol in place
• Just providing information about ADs is not enough
• Facilities must follow ADs as closely as possible
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• Access to care cannot be predicated upon whether a person has an AD

STANDARDS SUPPORTING
USE OF ADS
DBHDS’s Creating Opportunities Plan
• Advance planning should be used widely and routinely
• ADs should be a routine practice in behavioral health care
• ADs are a tool for preventative care and crisis management

DBHDS regulations
• An agent named in an AD should be sought out before appointing
an authorized representative
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(12VAC35‐115‐146)
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BENEFITS FOR CONSUMERS
Increased sense of control  increased
sense of well‐being
Improved working alliance with providers
Improved feeling of having treatment
needs met
Increased likelihood of receiving
medication requested  increased
likelihood of staying on medication,
reducing symptoms
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(Srebnik & LaFond, 1999; Swanson et al., 2006)

BENEFITS FOR CONSUMERS
Having an AD with instructions for mental health care
reduces the incidents of coercive intervention
• Police transport, involuntary commitment, seclusion &
restraints, involuntary medications
People with ADs were half as likely to experience coercive
interventions compared to people without ADs
• Over a 2 year period
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(Swanson et al., 2008)
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EVIDENCE OF THE CLINICAL UTILITY OF ADS
All ADs were rated as including useful instructions
• In agreement with clinical practice standards
No one used an AD to reject all treatment
Everyone authorized hospitalization or feasible alternative
When reasons for medication refusal given, doctors more likely
to honor that choice
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(Srebnik et al., 2005; Swanson et al., 2006; Wilder et al., 2007)

A PERVASIVE PROBLEM FOR ADS
Demand
No

No
Yes
66%

Yes
77%

AD
4%

…if given the
choice and help

AD
13%
to

No AD

No AD
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Use

to
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A PILLAR OF AD IMPLEMENTATION
Facilitation overcomes barriers to AD completion
People who completed an AD with
help from a facilitator…
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People who completed an AD on
their own…
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VIRGINIA RULES AND REGS
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VIRGINIA’S REQUIREMENTS FOR LEGAL
VALIDITY OF EVERY ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
An AD needs only:
 Signature of the person making it
 Signatures of two adult witnesses to signature
An AD does not need:

X To be on a particular form

X To be notarized
X To be written by an attorney
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Photocopies of the original are valid for
use by health care providers

CAPACITY
For the Advance Directive to be valid, the person making
the AD must have capacity
Under Virginia law, every adult is presumed to have
capacity

• Current judicial finding of incapacity (e.g., guardian for health
care decisions), or
• Current clinical finding of incapacity by 2 physicians (or
physician & psychologist)
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Unless…
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WHEN IS AN AD ACTIVATED & DE‐ACTIVATED?
Advance
Directive
ON

A physician conducts an in‐
person evaluation and finds
incapable of making informed
decisions about health care

A second physician or licensed
clinical psychologist conducts an in‐
person evaluation and also finds
incapable of making informed
decisions about health care

Advance
Directive

OFF
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As soon as any doctor examines person and finds he is able to
make informed decisions again

PROVIDER DUTIES
It is the responsibility of the consumer, while well, to give a copy of (or
instructions to get) the AD to his provider
Va. Code § 54.1‐2983

Once a physician knows that the AD exists, it is the physician’s
responsibility to make a copy of the AD a part of the consumer’s
medical records
Va. Code § 54.1‐2983

Va. Code §§ 54.1‐2985, 54.1‐2988
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No physician will be liable for carrying out an AD he/she believes to be
legitimate
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PROVIDER DUTIES
Physicians must follow a consumer’s AD as closely as possible within the
boundaries of the law and acceptable medical practice
Va. Code § 54.1‐2983.3

If a doctor refuses to follow all or part of an AD because he/she believes
it to be medically or ethically inappropriate, that doctor must make a
reasonable effort to transfer the consumer to another doctor
Va. Code §§ 54.1‐2987, 54.1‐2990

Va. Code § 54.1‐2983.3
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If part of an AD cannot be followed, the rest of the document remains
valid and should be followed as closely as circumstances and the law
allow

APPOINTING A HEALTH CARE AGENT
An agent is a person the individual trusts who will advocate on
her behalf and carry out her wishes
Any competent adult can be an agent
• But best to pick someone who knows values and
preferences, and is willing
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An agent has the duty to follow the individual’s instructions and
preferences
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SPECIAL POWERS TO ACT OVER OBJECTION –
PROTEST PROVISION
An individual may give her agent the power to
authorize treatment over her objection*
Authority for her agent to make decisions and
doctor to act, even if she objects, regarding:
• Admission to mental health care facilities,
and/or
• Health care treatment choices

* Physician or licensed clinical psychologist certification required
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Objections about end‐of‐life care are always
honored

GIVING INSTRUCTIONS
In an AD, an individual can give instructions about the health
care she agrees to and the health care she refuses
Effect on the agent
• The agent must act in line with the individual’s instructions
Effect on the doctor

• Instructions that are illegal, unethical, or medically inappropriate;
• Emergency treatment to prevent serious harm or death;
• Court orders.
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• In most cases, providers must honor the instructions, but
there are exceptions
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Q: WHAT CRISIS‐RELEVANT INFORMATION
CAN AN AD CONTAIN?
A: Quite a lot
• Transportation options

• Medical conditions

• Helpful (and preferred)

• Trauma‐informed care

medication interventions

considerations

• Medication refusals

• Emergency contacts

• Effective interpersonal strategies

• Facility preferences

• Symptom descriptions

• Authorization for inpatient

• Contact information for key

admission
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providers
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• Law enforcement ask
about AD, emergency
contact
• Suggested facility

Commitment
Hearing
• Inform hearing
• Potentially provide
alternative to TDO

Emergency
Department
• ED staff use Crisis Card
or ID to locate AD in
record
• Contact agent

Inpatient
Hospitalization
• Inform treatment team
about history, values,
etc.
• Provide surrogate
consent for treatment

ES
Prescreen
• Prescreener uses to
inform UAI
• Contact agent
• Suggested facilities

Return to
Community
• Update AD with case
manager
• Use to bridge care from
setting to setting
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Emergency
Response

CONTACT INFORMATION
www.VirginiaAdvanceDirectives.org

Heather Zelle, J.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Research
UVa School of Medicine, Dept. of Public Health Sciences
UVa Institute of Law, Psychiatry, and Public Policy
zelle@virginia.edu
434‐924‐8321
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Cynthia Elledge, Ph.D.
AD Implementation Coordinator
UVa Institute of Law, Psychiatry and Public Policy
Department of Behavioral Health and Disability Services
cynthia@virginia.edu
434‐297‐7879
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